
NR DATE DESCRIPTION COMPLAINT FEEDBACK

1 12.08.18 

01:38:00

Loud music Resident contacts the control room to 

report loud music coming from a 

neighbours house. 

Response found a resident having a party. Security 

asked the owner to lower the volume of the music 

and the problem was solved.

2 24.08.18 

01:43:00

Loud noise Resident reports a loud noise coming 

from a nearby park. 

Response found no people in the park or any noise 

coming from there.

3 25.08.18 

18:44:00

Contractors on site Resident reports contractors still on site 

after hours. (On his own property)

Response found DSTV staff working at a residents 

home. Security asked them to stop working and to 

exit the Estate.  

NR DATE DESCRIPTION COMPLAINT FEEDBACK

1 07.08.18 

08:31:00

Vehicle accident A contract worker accidently drove his 

vehicle into one of our Residents vehicles.

Both parties agreed that minimal damage was 

done to the vehicle.

2 07.08.18 

18:47:00

Unhooked trailer A contractor lost control of the trailer 

hooked to his vehicle. The trailer 

unhooked and plumitted onto the nearby 

green stroke.

Response was sent and found no one injured. The 

trailer was removed and the problem solved.  

3 08.08.18 

20:48:00

Naughty children Resident reports children throwing stones 

at his door.

Response found no children in the road and 

nothing broken.

4 21.08.18 

16:45:00

Hydro gardener Hydro gardener cut his finger with a 

power tool and security helped with 

medical attention. 

WHOA in process of buying a medical kit.

5 23.08.18 

19:08:00

Contractors on site Response found contract workers on site 

after hours. 

Contractor was pouring cement and left the estate 

once finished. 
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6 24.08.18 

07:17:00

Faulty boom Security at the main gate reports that the 

exit boom is faulty.

The Estate office contacted the contracting boom 

company for assistance.

7 25.08.18 

22:44:00

Open front door Security reports a front door standing 

open with no lights on in the house.

Security found nobody at the Residents home. The 

Resident was contacted and said the children must 

have forgotten to lock the door.

8 26.08.18 

08:25:00

Contractors on site Main gate reports contractors on site 

after hours.

The security manager sent response to escort 

them of the estate.

9 29.08.18 

22:02:00

Domestics under the 

influence

Domestics drinking alcohol under the 

trees outside the Estate.

The domestics were not allowed to enter the 

estate. The Resident was informed to pick them 

up.  

10 30.08.18 

04:09:00

Injured Resident A Resident informed the security that his 

neighbour had fallen down steps.

Security helped the Resident and he went to see a 

doctor.


